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Introduction - Motivation 

Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) are being increasingly adopted to enable communication between 

processing elements. Some current implementations report worrying power consumption 

numbers that reach up to 45% of the total chip power. In an attempt to reduce this number, 

designers must understand the different environment of NoCs, compared to macro-

networks. 

The majority of current NoCs utilize packet switching. However, wires (channels) which 

connect routers already feature pipeline flip-flops (FFs) to maintain synchronization. These 

FFs are already present and we pay all power and area costs associated with them. We 

could, therefore, use them for flit storage instead of router buffering. 

Elastic Buffering 

Wires 

Using wire for storage means that they will essentially behave like FIFOs. The first question 

that must be answered is how must they operate to achieve this. While no new elements 

will be added, FF control signals must now be generated in a different manner to make them 

hold on to flits that are not ready to go. A flit is not ready to go if the next FF is not able to 

receive it because it is full. To achieve this, a ready-valid handshake is the most 

straightforward approach. A FF will drive a ready signal to the previous FF if it has at least 

one free storage slot. It also drives a ready signal if the flit it is currently driving is valid 

(instead of garbage). By default FFs have one master and one slave latch, so they have two 

storage slots. However, we might find it beneficial to increase this storage. 

The first work to discuss elastic buffer wires [1] presented it for non-pipelined wires. We can 

apply the same concept as stated above in order to maintain synchronization. 

Routers 

With the removal of buffering, it is questionable if the optimal router architecture is the VC-

based one [2]. While that can be adapted for elastic buffer networks, a switch with a 

buffered crossbar has a few advantages. For one, it has a shorter critical path and therefore 

may allow higher clock frequencies. Moreover, there is only one stage of arbitration 

(crosspoint to output) while the original design had a big allocator for the crossbar, which 

produces inefficient matching compared to the ideal. The question to be answered for 

router architecture is which alternative is optimal for elastic buffering. 

Deadlocks 
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Due to the elimination of virtual channels (VCs), two types of deadlocks re-appear. The first 

is protocol deadlocks which are caused when a request-reply protocol is implemented by the 

sources and destinations. A destination may have reached its maximum number of 

outstanding requests, and therefore must receive a reply to a request it has previously 

issued before it can process requests from other sources. However, since wires are 

essentially FIFOs, if the packet at the head is another request and the reply that destination 

is waiting for is behind the request, the system will remain in the same state indefinitely. 

 

The second type of deadlocks is network deadlocks caused by cycling dependencies. The 

easiest way to break these deadlocks is to use static dimension-ordered routing algorithms 

which disallow one of the four turns necessary to form the cycle. However, this is an 

obstacle for implementing adaptive routing algorithms. 

Duplicating wires 

The above two problems can be solved by duplicating wires. There are various ways to do 

this. We could duplicate wires between routers but not ports (multiplex and de-multiplex 

multiple wires into single router ports), we could duplicate wires and ports, or we could use 

multiple sub-networks.  The goal of this section is to compare these different 

implementations between them to determine which is the optimal. Due to the quadratic 

cost of crossbars, we expect having multiple sub-networks to be the optimal choice. This is 

because duplicating ports increases the cost excessively. Also, if we duplicate wires but not 

router ports we are still bottlenecked by the single router port to each direction. Apart from 

necessary, duplicating wires will also be beneficial in regards to performance. 

Adaptive routing 

Adaptive routing algorithms face an extra challenge since we no longer have a credit count 

for each output available. Therefore, an alternative form to receive feedback from the 

network will have to be developed. If time permits, an adaptive routing algorithm will be 

developed for elastic buffered networks. 

Evaluation 

The goal of this project is to analyze the elastic buffering flow control for NoCs. It will 

compare various elastic buffer networks to packet switching, and investigate whether it is 

advantageous. We expect elastic buffer networks to be more power efficient than packet 

switching. Through this comparison we will gain an understanding of which router and 

network design is mostly advantageous for elastic buffer networks. 

For fairness, when comparing packet switching to elastic buffering, one aspect will be 

normalized. The packet size will be held constant in bits. Therefore, by varying the channel 

width (and therefore also the flits per packet), we can make the elastic buffer and packet 



switching networks have the same performance. Then, area and power will be compared. 

Likewise, we can perform this normalization for power, area and bisection bandwidth. 

This project will also analyze other network aspects which are different than packet 

switching: namely deadlocks router architecture and adaptive routing. A third scheme can 

also be considered which will combine packet switching and elastic buffering. 
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